On mechanical mechanism of damage evolution in articular cartilage.
Superficial lesions of cartilage are the direct indication of osteoarthritis. To investigate the mechanical mechanism of cartilage with micro-defect under external loading, a new plain strain numerical model with micro-defect was proposed and damage evolution progression in cartilage over time has been simulated, the parameter were studied including load style, velocity of load and degree of damage. The new model consists of the hierarchical structure of cartilage and depth-dependent arched fibers. The numerical results have shown that not only damage of the cartilage altered the distribution of the stress but also matrix and fiber had distinct roles in affecting cartilage damage, and damage in either matrix or fiber could promote each other. It has been found that the superficial cracks in cartilage spread preferentially along the tangent direction of the fibers. It is the arched distribution form of fibers that affects the crack spread of cartilage, which has been verified by experiment. During the process of damage evolution, its extension direction and velocity varied constantly with the damage degree. The rolling load could cause larger stress and strain than sliding load. Strain values of the matrix initially increased and then decreased gradually with the increase of velocity, and velocity had a greater effect on matrix than fibers. Damage increased steadily before reaching 50%, sharply within 50 to 85%, and smoothly and slowly after 85%. The finding of the paper may help to understand the mechanical mechanism why the cracks in cartilage spread preferentially along the tangent direction of the fibers.